LEARNING JOURNEY
This week in our Learning Journey we have been exploring flight and the various people from history that tried to build machines that would fly. 4J spent some time in the ICT suite creating PowerPoint’s to show our knowledge, skills and understanding.

In addition to this we have been bringing in toys to use for later in the unit when we will be creating our own toys with moving parts. Watch this space for next newsletter when you will read more about it.

WEBSITE OF THE WEEK
www.learningatican.weebly.com

MATHS
During Mathematics we have been developing our understanding of division. We have been using the timetables to arrive at our answers. The method we used is often referred to as ‘chunking’, that is breaking the number sentence down into smaller parts. Well done all.

LITERACY
Explanation texts have been the focus in recent lessons in Literacy. We have been learning how to use some technical language to do with machines and inventions. 4J used explanation as our task for Big Write. We had to explain how the air powered snowmaker works.

PERSONAL GOALS
Throughout March our sixth iCAN personal goal is RESILIENCE.
We will all be encouraging members of iCAN to be more resilient by:
• Keep trying
• Recognising obstacles and finding ways to overcome them
• Thinking positively
• Using trial and error to solve problems without giving up
• Thinking of different ways to help their learning
• Asking for help if they get stuck

RESILIENCE

REMINDERS
Book Week next week and dress up as your favourite book character on THURSDAY!
Please ask your child what they would like to wear. It does not have to be too fancy. How about a Roald Dahl character?

I have been a star for doing the right thing at the right time!
I have won star of the week for my amazing ability to be adaptable and more!
I have been honest this week during the track and field event!!
I have been a star this week for my wonder work on division.